


"BAGJUMP® has helped all of 
us at NITRO CIRCUS make the 
impossible possible. The highest 
quality bags with the most cutting 
edge safety development. Anything 
else is just a bag." - Travis Pastrana

"The SKILLS PARK trusts BAGJUMP® airbags reliability for years. 
The BAGJUMP® Team is very helpful and always open for new ideas and 

they react immediately to any questions and provide superior quality & 
service – service is a big factor for us in the action sport business!."  

- Roger Rinderknecht / CEO – Skillspark.ch / Switzerland

FEATURES OF THE 
BAGJUMP ® 
LANDING BAG

 ★ MULTI-LAYERED AIRBAG with multi-

compartment air pockets 

 ★ VENTING SYSTEM for softness adjustments 

 ★ ADVANCED ANCHORING SYSTEM 

(Snow, dirt or indoor) 

 ★ VELCRO BANNERING SYSTEM 

 ★ VARIABLE AIR BLOWER POSITIONING for 

portable set ups 

 ★ CUSTOM BUILT for your setup 

 ★ NON-STICK TOPSHEET® 

 ★ DOUBLE/QUADRUPLE STITCHING and 

reinforcements where it matters 

 ★ ULTRA LIGHT and EXTREMELY TOUGH 

purpose-built materials by HEYtex® 

 ★ DETAILED OPERATIONS MANUAL and safety 

guidelines 

 ★ 2-YEAR WARRANTY

REALISTIC LANDINGS
The BAGJUMP® Landing Airbags offer the ultimate training 
scenario. Whether you want to go huge like the pros or you 
are practising your first jumps, the Landing Airbag will soften 
your crashes and even allow you to ride away from your trick if 
you land wheels/base down. Trying new tricks doesn't get any 
better than this.

FROM DIRT TO SNOW
Our Landing Airbag was first introduced for the FMX elite, 
but quickly spread across to other sports. Nowadays, this 
is the state-of-the-art training tool for FMX, snowmobile, 
bike, scooters and skate. The Landing Airbags can be used 
for skiing and snowboarding on snow in the winter or on a 
dryslope in the summer, for year-round training. Our special 
topsheet materials ensure that you will not stick to the 
topsheet, to avoid injury.

LIGHT & TRANSPORTABLE
Our custom manufactured materials for the bag bodies are 
extremely tough, to withstand the heaviest FMX landings. Still, 
our high tech materials are very light at only 450g/m2, so you 
can move the airbag easily. It makes a huge difference whether 
you need 10 people or only 5 people to move a large bag 
around your facility/compound.

PATENTED TOPSHEETS®

The topsheets we use for our Landing Airbags are as tough as 
they can get. They can easily take hits from an FMX footpeg or 
a sharp snowboard edge without getting cut up. Our special 
coating on the surface has some great effects for the various 
sports as well. The topsheet grips a dirtbike/bike tire very well, 
but allows a helmet to slide. Snowboard/ski bases slide very 
well without being lubricated.

In 2014 BAGJUMP®  introduced the game changing invention for action sports practice – the Landing Bag.
With this groundbreaking invention, riders of different freestyle sports can now safely practice their tricks in an even 
more realistic environment. Thanks to our Landing Bag technology, you can now stomp and ride out of your trick. If 
you crash, our 2-layered multicompartment air pockets will softly catch your fall to prevent injury. No matter your skill 
level, a Landing Bag will boost your progression like never before.

HOW THE LANDING BAG WAS INVENTED
...where else but Travis Pastrana’s house! When Josh Sheehan 
was training to be the first rider to successfully land a triple 
backflip on a motorcycle, we were discussing ways to 
make this happen without him risking his life. The Landing 
Bag was invented by BAGJUMP® in 2014 - thanks to this 
airbag Josh could practice and fall on this stunt many times 
before taking it successfully to a landing. We didn’t stop 
there, we progressed our airbag technology and materials 
in order to provide the same safe training ground for sports 
such as snowboard, ski, FMX, BMX/MTB, scooters, skate, 
snowmobiles and more.

DOUBLE BACKFLIPS HAVE BECOME 
STANDARD - THANKS TO LANDING BAGS



Most of you have seen the Nitro Circus crew with riders like R. Willy or James Foster pushing the boundaries with our landing airbags. 

Our airbag is not only for pro riders, but also for beginners or intermediates trying their first jumps or landing new tricks safely.

IDEAL FOR
BIKE PARKS

INDOOR SKATE/BIKE FACILITIES

PROS PUSHING THEIR LIMITS

INDOOR & OUTDOOR USE

IN SUMMER FOR BIKING AND IN WINTER FOR 

SNOWBOARD/SKI

SET UP ON EXISTING LANDING OR IN FLAT WITH AN 

INFLATED LANDING

RIDERS WHO USE IT
RYAN WILLIAMS
BRANDON SEMENUK
BRETT RHEEDER
AND MANY MORE...

If you have been following FMX lately, you’ve seen the fast progression in the sport. The top-level athletes and rookies who were able 

to train with our landing airbags are now doing double flips and double flip combos. The Two-Zone Landing Airbag offers riders of all 

skill levels a safe platform to practice their tricks before taking them onto a real landing. This added level of safety is a critical part of 

learning and dialling in a new trick. With a BAGJUMP® Landing Airbag, riders can progress much faster and more safely. Our unique 

topsheet is built to grip a tire, but to allows helmets to safely slide.

PATENTED TOPSHEET FORMULA - Extremely strong 
topsheet to withstand FMX landings and crashes 
with sharp footpegs or handlebars

Setup on any existing landing or in the flat with 
inflated landing

AVAILABLE SIZES:
All shapes and sizes possible!

Every bag is custom built to order. 

From small box jump in your skatepark to 
complete landing set-ups for FMX.

RIDERS WHO USE IT
TRAVIS PASTRANA
TOM PAGES
LIBOR PODMOL
KYLE DEMELO
AND MANY MORE...

TWO-ZONE LANDING BAG

INFLATED LANDING

NITRO CIRCUS INFALTED TOUR LANDING 
WITH MOONBOOTER WEDGE

INFALTED TOUR 
LANDING WITH RESI

RYAN WILLIAMS QUARTER-PIPE 
TRAINING FOR X GAMES

SKILLSPARK WINTERTHUR

SKATE MINIRAMP 
LANDING AIRBAG AT
QUANTUM, PORTUGALPUBLIC JUMPS FOR BEGINNERS AT BIKEPARK SERFAUS FISS LADIS

NINE KNIGHTS

LIBOR PODMOL - TWO-ZONE LANDING 
BAG WITH INFLATED LANDING

TRAVIS PASTRANA - TWO-ZONE LANDING BAG

KYLE DEMELO ON THE INFLATED 
LANDING WITH MOONBOOTER WEDGE



Session it anywhere! Bring your OnePiece Bike Landing wherever you go and session it with your friends or practice safely for your next 

competition! Packs down small and easy to transport. We offer two versions of each size, regular and with an extended out run, to suit 

your needs.

NO BOUNCE FORMULA 
We have perfected our baffling system in combination with the 
internal bag structure to avoid any type of bounce whether the 
bag is set stiff for a competion or in a soft setting for practice 

NO DIRT NEEDED 
Just set the OnePiece Bike Landing up wherever and 
whenever you like without the need of digging dirt landings. 
Ideal to set-up in your back yard!

SETUP WITHIN MINUTES!
The OnePiece Bike Landings can be setup by 1-2 people 
within a matter of minutes. Rock up to a spot and have your 
entire setup ready in under 5 minutes!

INTERNAL BLOWER 
For a clean look and functionality the blower is located inside 
the OnePiece Bike Landings to provide you a true plug & play 
experience!

PATENTED NEW SHAPE
This new patented shape with slanted backside and smooth 
transitions provides the best landing experience on an airbag 
landing by far.

Our OnePiece Bike Landings use specifically developed materials from Germany by HeyTEX® - this Landing will last you many 
years to come! 2 Years full warranty and made in the EU!

INCLUDES BAGJUMP® RESI-LIKE BMX/FMX 
TOPSHEET IN BLACK OR LIGHT GREY.

VELCRO BANNERING SYSTEM ON EVERY ONEPIECE 
LANDING FOR YOUR SHOWS AND EVENTS!**

CHOOSE BETWEEN 6  COLORS (BLACK, GREY, BLUE, 
RED, GREEN, YELLOW, WHITE).

AIR PRESSURE / SOFTNESS CAN BE CHANGED 
QUICKLY FOR DIFFERENT TRAINING, EVENT AND 
COMPETITION SCENARIOS.

Quick and easy velcro bannering system for 
events and shows!  Personalise the OnePiece Bike 
Landing for your crew and sponsors!

ONEPIECE BIKE LANDINGS - EXTENDED OUTRUN

ONEPIECE BIKE LANDINGS - REGULAR RIDE THE WORLD, FRANCE

JUMP ACTION SPORTS, PORTUGAL

FEATURES
  PATENTED BMX/FMX TOPSHEET®

  LANDING BAG

  SLANTED BACKSIDE DESIGN

  INTERNAL BLOWER

  STABLE STANCE, MADE IN THE EU

  SWAPABALE VELCRO BANNERING SYSTEM



The perfect solution for touring shows as well as personal practice sessions! Bring the OnePiece FMX Landing and your take-off 

wherever you go. Sets up and packs up in no time, saves time and money compared to the classic scaffold or truck landing solutions.

INCLUDES BAGJUMP® RESI-LIKE BMX/FMX 
TOPSHEET IN BLACK OR LIGHT GREY.

VELCRO BANNERING SYSTEM ON EVERY ONEPIECE 
LANDING FOR YOUR SHOWS AND EVENTS!**

CHOOSE BETWEEN 6  COLORS (BLACK, GREY, BLUE, 
RED, GREEN, YELLOW, WHITE).

AIR PRESSURE / SOFTNESS CAN BE CHANGED 
QUICKLY FOR DIFFERENT TRAINING, EVENT AND 
COMPETITION SCENARIOS.

NO BOUNCE FORMULA 
We have perfected our baffling system in combination with the 
internal bag structure to avoid any type of bounce whether the 
bag is set stiff for a competion or in a soft setting for practice.

NO DIRT NEEDED 
Just set the OnePiece FMX Landing up wherever and 
whenever you like without the need of digging dirt landings. 
Ideal to set-up in your back yard!

SETUP IN WITHIN 30 MINUTES!
The OnePiece FMX Landings can be setup by 4-5 people 
within half an hour. Rock up to an event or practice spot and 
have your entire setup quickly in use!

INTERNAL BLOWER 
For a clean look and functionality the blower is located inside 
the OnePiece FMX Landings to provide you a true plug & play 
experience!

PATENTED NEW SHAPE
This new patented shape with slanted backside and smooth 
transitions provides the best landing experience on an airbag 
landing by far.

Turn up to your show or event with your complete 
set-up on a trailer. Simply unpack, inflate and 
postiton your ramp - minimal fuss!

FEATURES
  PATENTED FMX TOPSHEET®

  LANDING BAG

  INTEGRATED PROTECTION AIRBAG

  DETACHABLE PRACTICE EXTENSION

  INFLATED LANDING

  INTERNAL BLOWER

Our OnePiece FMX Landings use specifically developed materials from Germany by HeyTEX® - this Landing will last you many 
years to come! 2 years full warranty and made in the EU! ALSO AVAILABLE FOR BIKES!

WITH PRACTICE EXTENSION
ADDED SAFETY FOR LEARNING NEW TRICKS!

WITHOUT PRACTICE EXTENSION
YOUR PERFECT COMPETITION SET-UP!

MAT REBEAUD - RED BULL, SWITZERLAND



SOFTEST LANDING AVAILABLE
Our 2-layer and multichamber air pockets 
guarantee the safest and softest landing. Our 
airbags are very responsive and can be set up 
according to your needs.

KEVLAR INSIDE 
Kevlar webbing inside the topsheet prevents cuts, 
to keep your session worry-free. 

BETTER GLIDE 
Silicon-mixed topsheet material for better glide 
with no sprinkler system in the landing.

CONSULTATION FOR THE PERFECT SET UP
With the help of our partner Schneestern, who build the 
Olympic slopestyle course and huge event setups like 
Air&Style, we can analyse your location and work out the 
exact specs for your desired setup so you get the most out 
of your location with minimal earth movement or scaffolding. 
Our experience of over 10 years working with various 
dryslopes will allow us to find the right solution for you.

BAGJUMP® impact absorbing systems provide the softest 
landing possible. Expect the highest level of manufacturing 
detail on seams, welding and stitching.

DRAINAGE SYSTEM
If you decide to work with water, we can build in 
a drainage system to channel the water off the 
airbag.

OLYMPIC SIZE LANDING AIRBAG
WE OFFER VARIOUS SIZES SUIT ON YOUR JUMPS, FOR 
DRYSLOPE YEAR-ROUND OR ON SNOW TRAINING.

AVAILABLE SIZES TUBING:
25m x 25m  -  25m x 18m  -  20m x 10m - 17m x 7m
We can custom build the airbag to your needs.

AVAILABLE SIZES SNOWBOARD//SKI:
50m x 20m  -  42m x 18m  - 31m x 17m - 25m x 14m 
We can custom build the airbag to your needs.

The BAGJUMP® Landing Bag is the ultimate all-year powder landing for your ski resort or ski school. It allows participants to practice 

jumps in a safe environment, just for fun or for training. The Landing Bag is strapped on to an existing landing, allowing participants to 

crash without the consequences of a real landing or to ride away after landing a trick. The landing bag is not only for riders practicing, 

but also a great attraction for holiday skiers to get airborne safely.

BENEFITS
INNOVATIVE ATTRACTION TO UPGRADE YOUR SKI 

RESORT

SAFEST WAY TO GET VISITORS TO DO THEIR FIRST 

JUMPS

HUGE ADVERTISING SPACE IN YOUR RESORT

INDOOR & OUTDOOR USE // SUMMER & WINTER

USE IT IN THE SUMMER WITH BIKES

SNOWBOARD//SKI//TUBING

FOR SUMMER AND WINTER TRAINING FACILITIES 

WITH MULTIPLE TAKE-OFF OPTIONS, FOR 

DIFFERENT AGE GROUPS AND SKILL LEVELS. 

BEGINNER TO OLYMPIC LEVEL PROFESSIONAL!

KOPENG TREETOP, JAVA, INDONESIA,  17m x 7m

ZILLERTAL ARENA, AUSTRIA, 31m x 17m

SPORT VLANDEEREN BELGIUM, 31m x 16m

OLYMPIC LANDING BAG, RUKA, FINLAND 50m x 20m TRAVIS PASTRANA - TWO-ZONE 
LANDING BAG



AIRBAG MODELS TWO-ZONE LANDING BAG//INFLATED LANDING//MOONBOOTER WEDGE

HALFPIPE LANDING BAG

TWO-ZONE LANDING BAG
INFLATED LANDING + 
MOONBOOTER WEDE + RESI

INFLATED LANDING WITH 
MOONBOOTER WEDGE
With our moonbooter wedge, you can adjust the landing angle 
and height to allow usage of different take-off ramps in the same 
show. 

INFLATED LANDING
This is a game-changer for ramp technology. This portable 
landing will not only save you countless hours in setting up 
and tearing down instead of scaffold/dirt but will also save a 
lot of storage space when traveling around.

INFLATED LANDING + RESI + MOONBOOTER WEDGE 
TWO-ZONE LANDING BAG + INFLATED LANDING 
+ MOONBOOTER WEDGE

LANDING BAG
The next level of action sports training. Crash or ride out when 
you land a trick - on a real landing.

APPLICATION: Mounted onto existing dirt/scaffold/wooden 

landings for all freestyle sports 

AVAILABLE SIZES*:

Small: 4m x 7m to 6m x 8m (indoor / skateparks)

Medium: 6m x 10m to 8m x 16m (bikeparks, ski resorts, outdoor & 

indoor)

Large: 8m x 16m to 10m x 20m (bikeparks, ski resorts, FMX, quad, 

snowmobile, outdoor & indoor)

POWER REQUIREMENT: 230v (USA: 110V), 2.000Watt

FEATURES: multi-chamber/ multi-layer technology, velcro-

bannering system, no-bounce valve technology, available with or 

without safety barriers

EXCLUSIVE MATERIALS: lightweight, ultra tear- and cut-resistant 

patented vinyl formula by HeyTEX

AVAILABLE TOPSHEETS: ski/snowboard; BMX/MTB; FMX/RZR/

quad/snowmobile

COMBINED WITH OTHER BAGJUMP PRODUCTS: Inflated 

Landing, Resi Surface, Stopper Airbag

LANDING BAG

INFLATED LANDING

MOONBOOTER WEDGE

APPLICATION: Portable Inflated Landings, used instead of dirt or 

scaffold landings for all freestyle sports

AVAILABLE SIZES*:

Small: 3m x 6m to 6m x 8m (indoor / skateparks)

Medium: 5m x 10m to 8m x 16m (bikeparks, ski resorts, events, outdoor 

& indoor)

Large: 8m x 16m to 10m x 20m (bikeparks, touringshows, FMX, quad, 

RZR, snowmobile, outdoor & indoor)

POWER REQUIREMENT: 230v (USA: 110V), 2.000Watt

FEATURES: High-pressure technology, velcro-bannering system, 

no-bounce valve technology

EXCLUSIVE MATERIALS: lightweight, ultra tear- and cut-resistant  

patented vinyl formula by HeyTEX

OPTIONAL TOPSHEET: Resi Surface (hard plastic suface for solid 

landing feel)

COMBINED WITH OTHER BAGJUMP PRODUCTS: Landing 

Bag, Stopper Airbag

APPLICATION: Installed additionall on Inflated Landings to raise 

landing height and change landing angle with the push of a button

AVAILABLE SIZES*:

Custom fitted to your Inflated Landing

POWER REQUIREMENT: 230V (USA: 110V), 2.000Watt

FEATURES: High-pressure technology, velcro-bannering system, 

no-bounce valve technology

EXCLUSIVE MATERIALS: lightweight, ultra tear- and cut-resistant  

patented vinyl formula by HeyTEX

COMBINED WITH OTHER BAGJUMP PRODUCTS: Inflated 

Landing

*All BAGJUMP Airbags are custom-made and available in the size and shape you require!



*All BAGJUMP Airbags are custom-made and available in the size and shape you require!

ONEPIECE BIKE LANDING

SMALL MEDIUM LARGE

SMALL EXTENDED

 6,25 x 3,50 x 1,50 m  //  20.5’ x 11.5’ x 4.9’

3,50m 6,25m

1,50m

 5,00 x 3,50 x 1,50 m  //  16.4’ x 11.5’ x 4,9’

3,50m
5,00m

1,50m

SMALL REGULAR MEDIUM REGULAR

 7,00 x 3,50 x 2,00 m  //  23’ x 11.5’ x 6,56’

3,50m
7,00m

2,00m

MEDIUM EXTENDED

 7,60 x 3,50 x 2,00 m  //  25’ x 11.5’ x 6,56’

3,50m
7,60m

2,00m

 8,50 x 4,00 x 2,50  //  27.8’ x 13’ x 8.2’

 9,25 x 4,00 x 2,50 m  //  30.3’ x 13’ x 8.2’

LARGE REGULAR

4,00m
8,50m

2,50m

4,00m
9,25m

2,50m

LARGE EXTENDED

APPLICATION: Portable inflated landing for BMX, Mountain Bike, 

Skateboard, Scooter, Pit Bike 

AVAILABLE SIZES*:

Small: 5,00 x 3,50 x 1,50 m  //  16.4’ x 11.5’ x 4,9’

Small Extended: 6,25 x 3,50 x 1,50 m  //  20.5’ x 11.5’ x 4.9’

Medium: 7,00 x 3,50 x 2,00 m  //  23’ x 11.5’ x 6,56’

Medium Extended: 7,60 x 3,50 x 2,00 m  //  25’ x 11.5’ x 6,56’

Large: 8,50 x 4,00 x 2,50  //  27.8’ x 13’ x 8.2’

Large Extended: 9,25 x 4,00 x 2,50 m  //  30.3’ x 13’ x 8.2’

POWER REQUIREMENT: 230v (USA: 110V), 2.000Watt

FEATURES: Patented new shape, patented FMX/BMX Topsheet, 

1 x internal blower, no-bounce formula, reinforced anchoring straps, 

quadruple stitching.

EXCLUSIVE MATERIALS: lightweight, ultra tear- and cut-resistant 

patented vinyl formula by HeyTEX

AIRBAG MODELS

ONEPIECE BIKE LANDING LARGE

RIDE THE WORLD, FRANCE QUICK SET-UP



AIRBAG MODELS

*All BAGJUMP Airbags are custom-made and available in the size and shape you require!

ONEPIECE FMX LANDING

 19m x 6m-12m x 4,50 m  //  62.3’ x 19.7-39.4’ x 14.7’

19m

4,50m

 23m x 6m-12m x 4,50 m  //  75.5’ x 19.7-39.4’ x 14.7’

6m - 12m

6m - 12m

23m

4,50m

FMX WITH DETACHABLE PRACTICE EXTENSION

FMX WITHOUT DETACHABLE PRACTICE EXTENSION

APPLICATION: Portable inflated landing for FMX, Quad, 

Snowmobile, Buggy, Motorsport 

AVAILABLE SIZES*:

With detachable Practice Extension:

23m x 6m-12m x 4,50 m  //  75.5’ x 19.7-39.4’ x 14.7’ 

Without detachable Practice Extension:

19m x 6m-12m x 4,50 m  //  62.3’ x 19.7-39.4’ x 14.7’

POWER REQUIREMENT: 230v (USA: 110V), 2.000Watt

FEATURES: Patented new shape, patented FMX/BMX Topsheet, 2 x 

internal blowers, detachable practice extension, integrated protection 

airbag, no-bounce formula, reinforced anchoring straps, quadruple 

stitching.

EXCLUSIVE MATERIALS: lightweight, ultra tear- and cut-resistant 

patented vinyl formula by HeyTEX

ADVERTISMENT & 
BRANDING
The BAGJUMP® OnePiece FMX Landings are the newest 
training tool for competition, touring shows and training 
alike. Switch up the appearance and sponsor messages at 
your shows/events with the swapable velcro banners.

We use the latest digital printing on airbags.

SEND US your logo and we will make a proposal on a 3D file 
with your logo on the bag.

BRANDING OPTIONS

Permanent Branding, Sidewall Branding, Topsheet.

LLEIDES, PORTUGAL

MG-FMX, AUSTRIA ONEPIECE FMX LANDING // ONEPIECE BIKE LANDINGS HIGHLY PORTABLE

MAT REBEAUD, SWITZERLAND

LLEIDES, PORTUGAL



HALFPIPE LANDING BAG
Want to provide your team with the perfect halfpipe training tool? 
The BAGJUMP Halfpipe Landing Airbag gives professional riders 
the opportunity to safely practice their rotations with the most 
realistic halfpipe training tool available.

MINI RAMP BAG
Indoor freestyle academies have been gaining huge 
popularity across the globe. We offer different kinds of airbag 
systems for these venues. Check our latest model - the Mini 
Ramp Bag. 

OLYMPIC SIZE LANDING AIRBAG
The BAGJUMP Olympic Size Landing Airbags are an absolute 
game-changer for intermediate and pro riders.

OLYMPIC SIZE LANDING BAG//HALF-PIPE LANDING BAG//MINI-RAMP BAG

HALFPIPE LANDING BAG

OLYMPIC SIZE LANDNG BAG

ADVERTISMENT & 
BRANDING
BAGJUMP Landing Bags are the newest innovation as the 
action sports training tool. BAGJUMP landing bags will give 
you the visibility you or your partners would like to have in a 
ski resort or a training facility.

We use the latest digital printing on airbags.

SEND US your logo and we will make a proposal on a 3D file 
with your logo on the bag.

BRANDING OPTIONS

Permanent Branding, Sidewall Branding, Topsheet, Element 
Branding, Scaffold Branding

MINI RAMP LANDING BAG

DELIVERY TIME,  TRAINING, 
INSTALLATION
Once the first 50% installment of the prepayment has been 
received and the proofs for the airbag graphics have been 
approved, delivery time is 4-6 weeks for the smaller airbags 
sizes and 8-10 weeks for the bigger airbag sizes.

INSTALLATION TIMES 

Small size airbags - 1 day
Medium size airbags -  2 day
Olympic size airbags - up to 3 days 

CONTACT US and our service team will help you with your 
inquiry.

APPLICATION: Mounted onto ski/snowboard halfpipe-wall and/or 

skate/BMX vert-wall

AVAILABLE SIZES*:

Small: 4m x 7m to 6m x 8m (mini ramps, vert ramps)

Medium: 15m x 18m 

Large: 20m x 18m

POWER REQUIREMENT: 230V (USA: 110V), 2..000Watt

FEATURES: multi-chamber/multi-layer technology, velcro-bannering 

system, no-bounce valve technology

EXCLUSIVE MATERIALS: lightweight, ultra-tear and cut-resistant 

patented vinyl formula by HeyTEX

AVAILABLE TOPSHEETS: ski/snowboard; BMX/MTB; FMX/RZR/

quad/snowmobile

COMBINED WITH OTHER BAGJUMP PRODUCTS: Inflated 

Landing, Resi Surface, Stopper Airbag

APPLICATION: Placed next to a mini ramp or vert ramp

AVAILABLE SIZES*: Ajusted to your ramp layout 

Medium: 12m x 6m  (mini ramp)

Large: 16m x 6m (vert ramp)

POWER REQUIREMENT: 230V (USA: 110V), 2..000Watt

FEATURES: multi-chamber/multi-layer technology, velcro-bannering 

system, no-bounce valve technology

EXCLUSIVE MATERIALS: lightweight, ultra-tear and cut-resistant 

patented vinyl formula by HeyTEX

AVAILABLE TOPSHEET:  ski/snowboard; BMX/MTB; FMX/RZR/

quad/snowmobile, skate

APPLICATION: Permanent installation for ski/snowboard big air & 

slopestyle training simulation and entire landing for soft and safe practice 

conditions without need to dull the edges and minimal sprinkler water 

usage.

AVAILABLE SIZES*:

Small: 10m x 20 m to 15m x 25m (beginner + intermediate permanent 

setup)

Medium: 15m x 25m to 17m x 35m (beginner + intermediate + pro 

permanent setup)

Large: 20m x 50m to 25m x 70m (beginner + intermediate + pro + olympic 

size permanent setup)

POWER REQUIREMENT: 230V (USA: 110V), 2.000Watt

FEATURES: multi-Chamber/multi-layer technology, velcro-bannering 

system, no-bounce valve technology, super slip

EXCLUSIVE MATERIALS: super slippery - no stick surface, 

lightweight, ultra-tear and cut-resistant patented vinyl formula by HeyTEX

AVAILABLE TOPSHEET: ski/snowboard; BMX/MTB; FMX/RZR/

quad/snowmobile

*All BAGJUMP Airbags are custom-made and available in the size and shape you require!

AIRBAG MODELS

TUBING LANDING BAG



BAGJUMP® Action Sports GmbH
Europe // Austria // Tirol

Schloeglstrasse 55,

6060 Hall in Tirol, Austria

Europe // Austria // Vienna 

Jacquingasse 57/15

1030 Wien, Austria

Phone: +43 5223 21421

office@bagjump.com

BAGJUMP® Action Sports INC
North America

101 Copperwood Way, Suite G/H

Oceanside, CA 92058, USA

Phone: +1 310 625 1676

usa@bagjump.com

canada@bagjump.com

www.bagjump.com

www.facebook.com/bagjump

www.youtube.com/bagjumptv

All information contained within this document is the copyright of BAGJUMP® Action Sports Gmbh / BAGJUMP® Action Sports INC. This document and parts thereof must not be reproduced or copied, in any form, without
BAGJUMP® Action Sports Gmbh / BAGJUMP® Action Sports INC. written permission, and contents thereof must not be imparted to a third party nor be used for any unauthorized purpose. Contravention will be prosecuted. 

BAGJUMP ® LANDING BAG PARTNERS
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